STEM Authoring and Assessment
Tool in Digital Learning.
Inﬁnite resources for your STEM
Assessments with WirisQuizzes.

AVAILABLE IN YOUR LMS :

COMING SOON :

WirisQuizzes speaks and understands STEM. With its powerful
math engine, it can support you on each step of the way by:
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Authoring STEM questions with
the MathType editor and designing
graphical functions with our unique
graph builder.

Automatically assessing each
answer provided by students,
saving time to each professor.
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Connecting with multiple LMS and
educational platforms to make sure
all your results are automatically
recorded and shared accordingly.

What makes us special?

Showing students’ work with our
WirisQuizzes Scratch-Pad With our
digital handwriting functionalities,
students can easily explain their reasoning to each answer without the
need to upload external documents.

Create interactive Graphical Questions Draw and share your mathematical graphs with WirisQuizzes
and upload them directly to a question. Students can also answer with
a graphical representation and draw
functions.

Create Open Answer Questions
Students can type their answers
on an open field and WQ system
will automatically evaluate them
individually according to your validation criteria.

Mitigate cheating and re-use assessment questions With our random parameters' functionality,
each student will be able to view a
different question value. This not
only mitigates cheating, but also
promotes a unique learning experience through trial and error.

Interested? Contact us at sales@wiris.com
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